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Kate Welch

Introduction
Interagency Satellite Data- MTBS

This project was a pilot for a larger project to
create an atlas of wildland fire for the Western
US and Canada. The goal is to eventually have
the most complete fire history of the Western
US and Canada going back to the 1880s.

First Landsat Satellite Launched

BC Wildfire Data Starts

Forest Service Data Starts

BLM Data Starts

Cal Fire Data Starts

Fire is an integral part of the history of the North
American West, but it’s a part we don’t
understand completely. Our understanding of
the history of wildland fires is in bits and pieces
and our comprehensive history of fires
stretches back less than 50 years.

Data Sources

*

*

This atlas will be graphically unified to high
cartographic standards, and will compile,
format and digitize fire perimeters and
occurrence data from 1880 - 2018.

BLM data also
contained
fire data for
the following
agencies:

Methods

Using available government resources and data,
I synthesized and created a fire Atlas of wildland
fires in the Western United States and Canada
from the late 19th to the early 21st century.
This included reprojecting the data, reformatting
it into a single file with unified attributes and
information about the source of the data, and
using SQL querying and overlay tools to
eliminate redundant data. Precise metadata
about the data quality will be created to limit
false precision.
Much of this data was available through
searching online or in governmental databases
or obtained by contacting individual offices and
government agencies.

Results & Discussion
I found 430,374 square kilometers of burned
areas over 140 years in my initial study area.
More that 585,656 sq. km (74%) was on
identifiable areas currently manageged by a
government agency.

Fire and Land Areas by Agency in Study Area

I found that the years of the data and the spatial
quality varied widely. The number of recorded
fires dwindled significantly in the early 20th
century, especially before WWI. The quality
and accuracy of the data before the use of
satellite data cannot be assumed to be the same
quality as data created using Landsat or other
areal imagery.
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Contact:

Comittee:
Dr. Micheal Medler
Dr. Aquila Flower
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Despite dwindling records of fires in the early
20th and late 19th centuries, it is impossible to
know how many fires or the actual fire area
burned. There are some acreage summaries
available for this time, but it is unknown how
accurate these summaries or maps may be.

welchk3@wwu.edu
360.306.7716
k8welch.com
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Overlapping and redundant
areas for fires in the same year
were removed by dissolving
overlapping areas, such as this
fire on the Oregon coast.

Percent of total area burned over study time period
of 140 years, including areas burned more than once

Portion of Total Study Area

Final
Study
Area
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